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There has recently been a lot of media attention about the killing of orangutans. This was partly based 

on a recent study which estimated the annual killing rates of orangutans in Kalimantan at between 750 

and 3,100. 

 

That is a lot of orangutans, when there are only some 50,000 left, and it explains the wide media 

coverage. 

 

What struck me about the public discussions on Internet fora and newspaper articles, however, is the 

overall trend to deny the published findings. 

 

A government spokesperson apparently called the study “bombastic” and said the findings were hard to 

believe. 

 

An article in The Jakarta Post quoted a Dayak representative saying that “we Dayaks are so 

disappointed with the report because it seems to discredit us. We never harm orangutans unless we are 

forced to defend ourselves”. 

 

In the light of the recently widely published orangutan killings in an oil palm plantation in East 

Kalimantan, this view is understandable. Still, I consider it shortsighted and ultimately dangerous to 

conservation. A recent study found that 2.4 million hectares of closed-canopy oil palm had been 

established in Borneo, or about 3.2 percent of the total land area. The study did not detect newly 

planted oil palm, but even if that was included, oil palm is unlikely to presently affect more than 10 or 

15 percent of Kalimantan. That means that the rest of the island is not (yet) affected by oil palm. 

 

Forest wildlife is also threatened by bad, unsustainable logging practices, pulp and paper, rubber, 



mining, extensive small-scale slash-and-burn agriculture, and wildlife killing for a great variety of 

reasons. Places like Kalimantan are a vast human-dominated landscape, impacted by forest conversion 

for various reasons, and heavily hunted throughout. 

 

Talking to hunters pretty much anywhere in Kalimantan about the pangolin, a species highly valued in 

Chinese medicine, or about the straw-headed bulbul, a sought-after cage bird, will result in the same 

answer: “Too hard to get now, locally nearly extinct, we got pretty much all of them”. 

 

Denying that hunting by local communities has a major impact on forest wildlife is a serious oversight 

of conservation in Indonesia. 

 

Admittedly, blaming communities that have lost most of their access and ownership rights over forest 

and forest resources is sensitive and difficult. But unless Indonesia implements a system in which 

protected species are truly protected, anything with commercial value, or anything potentially 

considered a pest or danger to human life will be hunted out, irrespective of our successes in protecting 

forests. 

 

To get back to the example of orangutans, whether orangutans are killed and eaten, killed in oil palm 

plantations, or killed in other circumstances is not the most relevant issue. The important thing is that 

far more orangutans die unnatural deaths then the species’ reproductive rate can cope with. If this 

continues, the species will disappear from the wild within the foreseeable future. 

 

The Indonesian government has committed itself to stabilizing all wild orangutan populations by 2017. 

If it is serious about this, it should think really hard how it is going to effectively address illegal 

killings. 

 

Public campaigns (20 percent of the people in Kalimantan still don’t know orangutans are legally 

protected), patrols, law enforcement and education all will have to be part of a comprehensive set of 

strategies. 

 

No one said it was going to be easy, but the problem is not simply going to go away. It’s time everyone 

wakes up to the seriousness of Indonesia’s wildlife crisis and starts addressing the issues 

comprehensively rather than myopically. It’s time to confront some uncomfortable truths. 
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